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Ys 8 skill guide

Note: This is only to be used to report spam, advertising and problematic (harassment, wrestling, or rude) messages. Ys VIII: Lacrimosa Dana is a good game. In fact, we here at Gameskinny really enjoyed it, rewarding it 8 out of 10 for satisfying combat, entertaining research, and quirky characters. This is the first bullet point - a satisfying fight - that we're
here to discuss today. In Ys VIII you have skills that you can unlock, but you don't do it by leveling or using skill points. Rather, you earn them by fighting enemies. I can't tell you how it works precisely because it's hidden, but I can say that with trial and error I found an impressive way to earn skills early on: fighting high-level enemies. When you fight enemies
that far exceed your character, you will learn skills at an alarming rate. In this Ys VIII guide, I'm going to jump over which higher-level enemies you can hunt down the grind for skill points where to find them, and how to deal with them without getting your face hit in. Your character should be in battle and landing punches if you really want these fights to count.
If your AI satellite land hits, it will still eventually lead to skill points, but your progress will be much slower since they are not as aggressive and tend to blow their hits quite often. It is also worth bearing in mind that difficulty does not matter. Because these enemies are much more powerful than you, there is a high probability that you will get one hit KO'ed (or
close to it) even in easy mode. You can always bring items to revive your characters - since cleaning ripe walnuts or crafting to revive potions are both viable options early on - but that's not necessarily if you get a good reading of your opponent's moves and react accordingly. If something does get too much to handle, however, remember that you can
teleport out of a dangerous situation at any moment as long as one character is alive. The best thing you can do when faced with these enemies is keep your distance and wait for holes before attacking. Examine their patterns, which I will go below, and treat all their movements as if they are capable of insta-killing. There are three enemies in Ys VIII that will
allow you to use this strategy to grind skills: Gigan Tyran (Lv. 42): Located in the Grand Canyon Valley Valvalkia (Lv. 56): Located on the water and forest hills of Dyrodox (Lv. 80): Located in Pangay Below, I'll go for some specific strategies for each of these powerful creatures and how you can farm their skill points. Note: There are some minor spot spoilers,
but nothing that should ruin the game for you. How to Beat Gigan Tirana (Lv. 42) When you first get to Grand Canyon Valley area, you should be about level 15. Once you are teleported to the Valley of the Grand Canyon yourself, you will walk up the ridge and under the waterfall. When you go out to the other side, there will be a large foggy area - go to it to
find The Giant Tyran.First, you want to slowly tease Tirana out of the fog, so it's easier to lock on it and decipher its movements. Once you've done this, you'll need to learn his moveset and attack pattern: He jumps into the air and lands, causing a shock wave around him. You've probably seen this move a few times, so it's nothing new. You can jump over
the shock wave, but the hitbox for him can be questionable at times - so I recommend running away from where he jumps. He lowers his head and charges forward. At the end of this run, Gigan Tyran will whip his head up in a separate hit. Since the say for this step is quite noticeable, it shouldn't be hard to avoid - just keep an eye on the extension. He
performs two straight hitting moves in quick succession. In the first, he snaps his jaw. In the second, he rams his head forward. It's harder to protect yourself from them because it's not as obvious. But overall, he won't be able to hit you with these steps unless you stand in front of him. It makes a spinning move that usually happens twice in a row. Before
Giant Tyran makes this step, he will bend over and roar. Then it will jump and rotate 180 degrees. The hitbox for this step can be wobbly too, but it's usually easy to dodge or even a flash guard to protect yourself. He slams his tail to the ground, causing a shock wave that goes right behind him. This step is usually the easiest to avoid, since Gigan Tirana is
usually a bad sighting and does not use it very often. Gigan Tyran is one of the toughest enemies in the game, both because he is a relentless striker and because he has different moves that have hit a large area. How to beat Valvalkia (Lv. 56)Getting to Valvalkia is a little harder than getting to Gigan Tyran, but fortunately its moveset is much smaller and
less complicated - which makes it a lot easier to handle. You will be around level 25 when you are first able to fight Valvalkia. To get to this enemy, teleport to the Beast Hills North location and then head south towards the water and forest hills. To get there, you will need to earn a key item Insects Repellent, which allows you to destroy the wasp nest. Once
you get to Valvalkia, you will need to consider that there are a ton of Valvalkia in the area. The entrance from the north will allow you to get a good one-on-one opportunity. But you have to be careful that you accidentally don't dodge in the range of another Val. If that happens, just get off the screen and come back, so you fight one-on-one again. Almost all of
these red dots are Valvalkias, so be careful. Val has four moves, a move, two of them are almost identical, and one is non-lethal. She has a roaring move that will knock you away. While this may knock you off the ground, it will probably also alienate you from the enemy, thereby giving you time to recover. Rotating move. The move is similar to Gigan Tyran,
except that it has much less AoE. Standing away from it is easy, and timing a block or dodge shouldn't be hard either. Two vertical attack napkins. First, Val reaches up and swipes down, hitting right in front of her. This step is relatively fast, but also has a fairly short range. Second, Val will bend over and jump forward, swiping a large area before where it
lands. (Note: In the picture above Val, she's about to use this step.) Personally, I found Val to be the easiest of the 3 enemies to grind against, thanks to the simple set move and the relative ease of isolating it. How to beat Dyrodox (Lv. 80) When you first arrive in this area, you should be around level 40 - about half the Level of Dyrodox. You need to teleport
to the Pangai Plains and then retreat to one screen. This means you have to go through Dyrodox initially, but it's much better than tracking all the way through Titisu Primeval Forest to get here. This area is also very dangerous, since there is no way to isolate Dyrodox.One fight you will have with Dyrodox is that it pushes the camera to the brink of its usability.
The camera wants to concentrate on her torso, but you really need to see her head, which rests on a long, giraffe-like neck if you want to catch her by wrapping up some of her attacks. Dyrodox's attacks are as follows: Stomp, which inflicts AoE damage around the leg and then causes the stones to fall from the sky. Each of these stones also damages AoE.
All you can really do is look at it stomping and make sure you get out of the way. You can't really see the rocks falling from the sky, so just dodge as much as possible. Shoots a volley of ice balls. It's particularly hard to see, since it's most likely his head off the screen - but if you can catch a glimpse of your head, you'll see a swel. Sprays the icy mist, tilting his
long neck down and swaying it. It strikes around most of the front of the beast. It can be difficult to block, but it is usually easy to see and avoid. You can also hit his head when he bends over like that for extra damage. All in all, Dyrodox isn't too hard to fight - but there's no good, peaceful way to deal with this creature without being harassed by many other
enemies. In addition, Dyrodox has a decrease in profits compared to other beasts on this list, as many of the skills you get at the end of the game are not particularly noteworthy.--- What do you have! If you want to gain skills earlier than expected, hunt these monsters and fight them way to do it. Stay tuned for more Ys VIII guides in the near future! IMOAdol:
Brave Charge: Received from Master Kong. Massive damage and range as well combined with a great break and stun rate. Held back by its high cost SP (48)Force Edge: Massive AOE and relatively fast spam especially in the air, not to mention it costs 20 SP (it's kinda cheap)Thrust Storm: Satisfaction in use, and having the second best break in the game
(S, behind Mighty Orbit SS), costs 36 SPArc Shot: Use it when you need to hit someone far, 8 SP: Sword. Attack the enemies surrounding Adol, and defeat those above/below it as well. 15 SPLaxia: (Didn't play it much)Deadly raid: The first strike stops the enemy completely and then blows it up to deal with class dmg, and easily breaks enemies. 45
SPPrecious Impact: 3 hit combo that appears after she hits the ground with a sword. It actually deals more dmg than Deadly Raid, if all 3 hits connect, it also has a wide AOE. 40 SPSpark Chaser: He works similar to Kalilica Blitz Chaser back in Celceta, but he does shoot 3 homing bolts instead of one bolt that bounces off enemies. Decent damage, long-
distance. 20 SPPiercing Storm: Received from Master Kong. Works identically to Adol's Thrusts Strom, also 36 SPSahad: (didn't play it much)Magna Wave: Lifts land in a V-shaped wave and has a large range, comes with good damage. 40 SPSeine Throw: Throws a web that pulls enemies closer to it. Doesn't do much harm, but disorients enemies and
gives you a free few seconds to blow them up. 18 SPGale Blow: Received from Master Kong. Easy breaks, along with good range and pretty spammy to boot. 18 SPGreat Ram: Tip here, you can actually use the anchor as a shield here against and the enemy to attack right in front of you, and having the S class at halftime is a good addition (and you got it
pretty early), 25 SPHummel: Counter Trick: Hummel will be auto-counter when attacking during this position, God send for players who are bad Perfect Parry/Witch time, or you just want to cheese bosses (I just want to cheese the boss (I just want to cheese the boss (I'm just going to have to cheese the boss( or you just want to cheese the boss (I just want
to cheese the boss ( 15 SPProminence Shot: Deals Massive Damage (AZ) and able to attract nearby enemies in makes it a very useful skill, only held his 50 SP costHasty prowess: Due to being the highest level of break among Hummel's skills, and this quick fire character, it makes it pierce a faint nightmare and you can't be pushed back for the duration of it
to do so very well. 40 SPGuilty Raid: Like a deadly raid, this one stops the enemy for a few minutes before blowing his point blank. It comes faster than LR and cheaper, 20 SPHM: Storm rain. Received from (you guessed it) Master Kong. It has a wide Because of the Hummel jumping on top of the enemies and blasting them like a shotgun. It comes very
quickly and is damaged. 25 SPRicotta: Dino Throw: It's hands down the most powerful skill here. He has a Brave Square charge, but he can through the walls and comes faster than B.C. (which makes it very spam). But it has a whopping 55 SP costMighty orbits: It's the only skill that has an SS stun rating, and being a skill that attacks spinning, it makes it
very good to stunning bosses and tough enemies. 20 SPTriple Bang: Killer boss Ricotta's move. Much like Calilica in Triple Breaker, he can do a short job of bosses if everyone is hit to connect (which is easy to do). Held back by his 36 SP costBandit Tackle: Useful when you're grinding rare prey like Aura Grass. 10 SPDana: Spirit of the Dragon: Drain the
SP slowly to inflict 50 percent more damage. 1 SP to activateIce Age: A massive damage move that is carried out by its long casting time, but still very useful on the bosses. 48 SPSpiel Round Dance: The best noxious move for Dana in all situations. 40 SPBoomerang Edge: It attracts enemies by throwing blades, goes well with the Ice Age due to the AOE
Ice Age. 20 SPHM: Elementary shot. The only option is range for Dana, and he's home to enemies. 10 SPCharacter Rating (from best to worst fighting wise)HummelAdolDanaRicottaLadiesSahad (being slow in the Ys game is unacceptable For their personalities:SaladDanaHummelRicottaLaEdit: All 5 very close, do not include Adol for obvious reasons
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